This is our Story

Guided tour
Duration: 75 minutes, including welcome

The permanent exhibition, This is our story, aims to familiarize visitors with the aboriginal cultures of today, their diversity, their visions of the world, their identity processes in relation to their stories, and the contemporary expression of international autochthony. The exhibition offers a reflection on what it means to be aboriginal in the twenty-first century.

The grand narrative of the exhibition is based on aboriginal words. Throughout the process of creating this exhibition, the Museum collaborated with Québec's 11 aboriginal Nations. The museum's teams and its partner, La Boîte Rouge Vif, worked closely with aboriginal representatives on the development of the concept, the choice of themes and objects, and their descriptions and meanings.

Accompanied by a guide, the visitor “meets” the aboriginals in their territory, through a storyline and through their vision of history, through what they have become beyond romanticism and prejudice, and finally, through their concerns and questions about the challenges of the future.